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Texas after the Civil struggle is a land of stark beauty. however the great thing about the land
hides the risk that exists in each nook of the State, particularly the wild King of the Llano nation
often called the LLano estacado. The land can kill you with its violent climate and hazardous
wildlife. struggle bands of Comanche warriors roam the plains. during this violent period, a
gaggle of outlaws referred to as the Raiders try and run settlers from their land by means of
killing them and burning their homes. Yance cummings King of the Llano returns from the battle
to begin a brand new lifestyles during this dangerous, yet promising land. together with his new
wife, Katie and his friends, great Sam, Colonel Chauncey Farnsworth, and the Comanche
leader younger Horse, Yance fights to make the Llano Estacado a secure position for
households to live.
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